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Today’s time of Internet has opened the gateway of tremendous digital marketing 
opportunities for businesses. Marketing of products or services using phone, laptops, 
desktops, digital displays and other digital mediums called Digital Marketing. Traditional 
marketing started extending to digital marketing. It is expected that by 2020 majority of 
the companies will have an online presence. This increases the scope of digital marketing 
in India. In India, the scope of digital marketing is very wide. Today, companies and 
enterprises have started to adopt digital marketing to grow up. By the year 2020, the 
world is going digital. 
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INTRODUCTION 
We live in a super-connected world these days. This is particularly true due to the rise of 
social media, which has altered how businesses communicate with probable and existing 
clients. So what exactly is digital marketing and what does it include? Basically, it’s a 
collective term which is used where marketing meets internet skill and other forms of 
new media. Digital Marketing is the term used for the targeted, computable, and 
interactive marketing of goods or services using digital technologies to reach the viewers, 
turn them into customers, and keep hold of them.  

In easy term, digital marketing can be called as the progression of promoting 
brands or goods using the electronic media. It mostly takes place on the Internet. Other 
platforms include cellular phones, digital displays and any other digital medium. As the 
name suggests, it makes use of the digital technologies. The prehistoric way  of  
marketing included business owners to advertise their services or goods on print media 
like radio and TV ads, hoardings, business cards and in frequent other similar ways where 
Internet or online networking sites were not utilized for promotional activities. 
Traditional marketing strategies had forced to customer reach-ability and coverage of 
driving customers' purchasing sample. 

                      
HOW IT DIFFER FROM TRADITIONAL MARKETTING  
 
Traditional Marketing 
Statement is unidirectional in this marketing, it means, an association communicates 
regarding its services with its audiences. Medium of announcements in traditional 
marketing is usually telephone calls, emails, and lettering. Promotion in this advertising 
takes additional point as designing, preparing, and introducing are concerned. It is most 
excellent for reaching home viewers. It is just about impracticable to calculate the 
efficiency of a traditional marketing drive. 
 
 

   Abstract 
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Digital marketing 
Conversation is bidirectional in Digital Marketing as business organizations can converse 
among their consumers and they can ask questions or create suggestions to business 
organizations as well.Standard of communication is additional dominant with involves 
common media websites, chats, applications and electronic mail.Digital marketing 
campaigns can be developed quite rapidly and with digital tools, channelizing Digital 
Marketing campaigns is easier.It is extremely successful on behalf of accomplishment 
surrounded by worldwide viewers.Digital advertising lets you determine the efficiency of 
a digital promotion operations. 
 
DIGITAL MARKETTING 
TYPES

So what precisely is digital marketing and what does it include? Fundamentally, it's a 
collective term which is utilized where advertising meets the web innovation and 
different types of newer forms of media. 
• SEO (Search Engine Optimization): 
It  is a technique intended for optimizing the contented of a location to improve its 
position on the investigate train outcome sheet . A variety of strategies is used to achieve 
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this and it's not an assignment for basic learners really as there are frequent pitfalls that 
might contain Google judgmental of your location. 
SEO consists of the following activities: 

• Position arrangement. 
• Keyword study and investigations and its apply. 
• Analytics. 
• Connection structure. 
• Content release. 
• This does not occur to be an each and every one comprising file. Enough to offer 

an initiative of the SEO interrelated 
 
• SMM (Social Media Marketing): 

The progression of promoting your trade name representation and your 
comfortable via public network media channels to construct product price, illustrate in 
passage, and create leads for your trade. Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest and LinkedIn are all 
societal media platforms which can be used as a component of your publicity activities, 
in the face of the truth that they are a extended mode on or after  just ones. 
 
• SEM (Search Engine Marketing): 

SEM  includes SEO and utilize a major amount of parallel techniques. The main 
distinction among the two provisions is that SEM in addition incorporates rewarded 
online promotional models, like PPC. 
 
• Pay-Per-Click (PPC) 

A plan for directing transfer to your location by paying a publisher every occasion 
your publiciy observe is clicked. A stick out between the the majority broadly familiar 
types of PPC is Google adWords.SEM in addition to requires keyword study as the terms 
and words used as a element of the ad and location and these ought to be check exactly to 
reflect the bazaar and accessible explore train policy.While one power declare that SEM 
includes all sorts of digital promotion, it's all the supplementary more often than not 
considered to be a channelized position, to represent rewarded models. 
 
• Email Marketing: 

Businesses make use of email promotion as a technique for communicating with 
their goal to viewers. Email is frequently use to encourage comfortable, occasions and 
discounts, and in addition to straight persons towards the trade location. 
 
• Affiliate marketing: 

A kind of presentation based publicizing anywhere you acquire hire for promoting 
one more person's goods or services on your location. 
 
• Content Marketing: 

Is a system wherever concept is shaped and spread with the aim of provided that 
appropriate, stimulating content to drag in and sketch in a exact viewers that a company 
is focusing on. The making of valuable satisfied is a technique for initiating 
announcement with the buyer so as to make appointment and purchaser action. Content 
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can denote whatever thing starting videos to blogs and white sheets be liable to task very 
well utilizing contented promoting systems as fine. It is crucial to consistently monitor 
and fracture  the outcomes since your activities. Using this content ambitious promotion 
come up to to contract with your content marketing willpower assurance you achieve the 
the majority perfect outcomes. Supplementary channels beneath digital marketing 
comprise those like SMS marketing, video marketing etc.. 
 
TRENDS IN DIGITAL MARKETTING 

As 2019 approaches, the digital marketing scenery that encompasses SEO, social 
media, PPC, content marketing and additional is witnessing a theatrical transfer. Here 
may have been a occasion what time you could’ve dismissed non-natural brainpower or 
diagram study as gimmicks since the most recent hit skill creative writing pictures, but 
that occasion is extended gone. There are a lot of innovative digital marketing trends and 
strategies that are growing in the present high-tech, Internet-connected period and 
businesses at the present require to employ them to do well in their hard work for the 
reason that what worked for you last year may not work this year. 

1) Artificial Intelligence 
Artificial intelligence will win  the globe! Or at least the world’s simpler jobs. It 

can analyze buyer conduct and look for patterns, utilizing information from social media 
platforms and blog posts to assist businesses appreciate how users and clients locate their 
goods and services. For example, Facebook messenger bots  can facilitate you make 
routine as well as optimize your buyer service .Artificial intelligence moreover offers in 
sequence and guidelines to users by receiving keen on conversations. 
 According to Gartner, 25% of consumer examine will utilize chatbot skill by 2020. 

2) Programmatic Advertising 

Programmatic advertising by means of AI to mechanize  trade so you can aim more exact 
audiences.                 Concurrent request or auctions, for model, is a kind of programmatic 
ad business. This computerization is a great deal competent and speedy, which means 
advanced conversions and subordinate client attainment expenses. 

It’s changing the face of digital advertising so swiftly that, according to eMarketer, 
almost 90% of digital display ads in the U.S. will be programmatic by 2020. 

3) Chatbots 
� A chatbot is just a PC program that simulates human conversations. ... 

The chatbot is planned to effort separately since a person worker. This 
AI-based skill uses immediate messaging to have a chat in real-time, 
daytime or nighttime, with your clients or spot guests 

� Several clients like better interacting by way of chatbots as they are 
approachable, offer answers quickly, exactly remember your complete 
business record, and not at all drop staying power. These near assistants 
present exceptional consumer service, assembly consumer s’ outlook and 
automating recurring responsibilities – which means you can center on 
additional significant vocation. 
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� Uber uses chatbot skill to converse with consumers, make it simple for 
them to appoint cars even on Facebook Messenger, from Slack or via 
Google Maps. Passengers be able to utilize the list of options to prefer the 
kind of journey, build a demand, follow the spot of the car, drive 
associates a point in time guess of their appearance, and even create 
compensation. 

4) Personalization 

� If you desire to stand out in 2019, you require to personalize your marketing – and 
that resources modified content, goods, emails, and other.  

� With the accessibility of information like acquisition account, buyer performance 
and links clicked, ritual content has never been easier.  

� Businesses like Netflix and Amazon are previously leveraging the power of 
personalization. classification on to your Netflix report, for example, directly 
shows you the proof of this: the poster, carousels, regulate, artwork, book and 
explore are all adapted for you.  

� As they state: Personalization = Maximize enjoyment + Minimize search time 

5) Video Marketing 
Using video to promote or market your brand, product or service. A strong 

marketing campaign incorporates video into the mix. 
� Customers declare that they have shared a brand’s video. 
� Businesses state video has enhanced their renovation price. 
� Consumers declare that surveillance manufactured goods videos makes them 

more in no doubt in online purchase decisions. 
� Executives visit the marketer’s website  after viewing a video. 
� Post or begin a live transmit on Facebook, Instagram or LinkedIn.  

Live video is in advance recognition, with a huge amount of businesses by means of it for 
interviews, product demos and “behind the scenes” glimpses of actions, life in the place 
of work, how products are made, etc.  

6) Influencer Marketing 

As Raghav Haran puts it, “Influencer marketing is a type of word-of-mouth 
marketing that focuses on with key selected to force your brand’s message to the superior 
market…. somewhat  marketing frankly to a large group of customers, you as an 
alternative pay influencers to get out the statement for you.” 

Using this is a extremely successful marketing instrument that facility to pull 
towards you. It can be anyone from celebrities and Instagram or YouTube stars to well-
known bloggers and press who help extend the word concerning your business or product 
throughout their social channels. 
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7) Social Messaging Apps 
Social messaging" or "chat applications" are apps and platforms that allow 

messaging, a lot of of which happening around social networking platforms, but many of 
which contain now urbanized into broad platforms enabling status updates, chatbots, 
payments and conversational commerce (e-commerce via chat).  

� Public are active on Facebook Messenger 
� Messages are sent among people and businesses on Facebook Messenger every 

month 
� WhatsApp has huge number of  monthly active users 
� Messages are sent via WhatsApp each and every day 
� WhatsApp, Face book Messenger, and We have a chat have more collective users 

than Facebook or YouTube 

8) Visual Search 

Visual search can acquire the user skill to a wholly innovative level. With visual 
search, users be able to upload representation to carry out a search and get more 
particular outcome. Not amazingly, Pinterest has jumped on the diagram search 
bandwagon – they came out with Lens, a new visual search instrument that allows users 
to catch a photo of an article to find out anywhere to buy it online, search for comparable 
products, or view  pin boards of connected items. 

9) Micro-Moments 

People spend much number of time  on their smart phones every day. This is changing 
the way brands must work to capture buyers’ concentration. Micro-Moments is a “new 
consumer behavior,” as termed by Google, that delivers your marketing message 
obviously and in a few words in a way that is of importance to the consumers – all within 
a span of seconds . 

10) Voice Search & Smart Speakers 
Google Voice Search or Search by Voice is a Google allows users to apply 

Google Search by voice on a mobile phone or computer, i.e. have the device search for 
data upon toward the inside in sequence on what to search into the device by 
communication 

11) Social Media Stories 

With the rising status of social media “stories,” it is significant for marketers to think this 
plan in their digital marketing strategy. know-how marketers can still make use of live 
video, one of the the majority gainful social rollouts to date, to endorse appointment and 
variety knowledge.  

From then above content we  gain knowledge of ,  

2019 will be concerning superior buyer skill with personalization, 
computerization and AI-powered skill, so to stay further on of the curve and enlarge 
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conversions in the upcoming year, you’ll require to get improved at producing 
convention, spoken content – mostly audio and video content – to divide with your 
better-targeted viewers. 

 Nonstop advertising: In the course of digital marketing, you can attentive of 
your consumers about your products. If you acquire a good advertising strategy 
and promotional apparatus, it can assist you to carry out well in the extremely 
viable market.  

 On hand 24/7: Online support is a fine trick for today’s world. It is good 
sufficient because world wide web never rests. So, your invention will be 
accessible for the audience for 24 hours.  

 Trouble-free buyer accomplish: If your major plan is to aim a huge sum of 
people, followed by digital marketing is a good approach to converse. Social 
media marketing has revolutionized the marketing activities. There are so many 
social media platforms. They are on Facebook, Twitter, Whatsapp, We chat, 
Skype, Google+, Blogs, Instagram, YouTube etc.  

 Cost valuable: Digital marketing is cost-effective in evaluation with the 
traditional marketing channels, like  TV, radio, Newspapers, Magazine, and 
banners etc. Social media acting a very important role in promoting digital 
activities. This quality helps small organizations to market their trade targeting 
the global consumer.  

 Universal advertisements:  By digital marketing, be able to enlarge your buyer 
make to other countries in spite of environmental barriers. It is the majority 
successful remuneration of digital marketing.  

 Consumer’s expediency to shopping online: Due to the rising status of digital 
marketing, clients have be converted into more suitable to superstore online at 
any occasion of the day. Through digital marketing, companies and consumers 
acquire the occasion to run by with each other.  

 Easy brand promotion: With the enlargement of the digital marketplace, a 
variety of products can just appear at to their clients.  

 Immediate reaction: Through digital marketing, you can get immediate feedback 
from your customers. So, you can improve your services promptly.  

 Easy to determine: Digital marketing offers the firms to compute their 
advertising actions. It also helps the executives to assess and inspect their online 
contents for superiority purpose.  

 Time-saving: If you start your business on the internet, it may keep your moment 
in time and try. There are a lot of ways to keep on joined with your consumers of 
them survive have a chat carry and FAQ division 
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